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LESSON 1
Relational Database Basics

Topics Covered

 History of SQL and relational databases.

 Structure of relational databases.

 PostgreSQL.

Introduction

SQL stands for Structured Query Language and is pronounced either ess-que-el or sequel. It is the
language used by relational database management systems (RDBMS) to access and manipulate data
and to create, structure and destroy databases and database objects.

❋

1.1. Brief History of SQL

In 1970, Dr. E.F. Codd published “A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks,” an
article that outlined a model for storing and manipulating data using tables. Shortly after Codd’s article
was published, IBM began working on creating a relational database. Between 1979 and 1982, Oracle
(then Relational Software, Inc.), Relational Technology, Inc. (later acquired by Computer Associates),
and IBM all put out commercial relational databases, and by 1986 they all were using SQL as the data
query language.

In 1986, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standardized SQL. This standard is updated
every few years. Although this standard exists, all RDBMS have their own proprietary extensions,
meaning that they each run a slightly different version of SQL. However, these differences are generally
not big and once you learn how to write SQL in one RDBMS it is easy to switch to others.

❋
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1.2. Relational Databases

A relational database at its simplest is a set of tables used for storing data. Each table has a unique name
and may relate to one or more other tables in the database through common values.

 1.2.1. Tables

A table in a database is a collection of rows and columns. Tables are also known as entities or relations.

 1.2.2. Rows

A row contains data pertaining to a single item or record in a table. Rows are also known as records,
instances, or tuples.

 1.2.3. Columns

A column contains data representing a specific characteristic of the records in the table. Columns are
also known as fields, properties, or attributes.

 1.2.4. Relationships

A relationship is a link between two tables (i.e, relations). Relationships make it possible to find data
in one table that pertains to a specific record in another table.

 1.2.5. Data Types

Each of a table’s columns has a defined data type that specifies the type of data that can exist in that
column. For example, the first_name column might be defined as text, indicating that it can contain
strings. Unfortunately, data types vary widely between databases. Below are some common data types
in PostgreSQL:

1. boolean – either true or false.

2. date – a calendar date (year, month, day).

3. integer – an integer.

4. text – a string of any length.

5. time – a time of day.
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For more PostgreSQL data types, see the Data Types documentation1.

 1.2.6. Primary Keys

Most tables have a column or group of columns that can be used to identify records. For example, a
users table might have a column called id that is unique for every row. This makes it easy to keep
track of a record over time and to associate a record with records in other tables.

 1.2.7. Foreign Keys

Foreign key columns are columns that link to primary key columns in other tables, thereby creating a
relationship. For example, in a database that stores jokes written by users, the jokes table might have
a foreign key column called user_id that links to id, the primary key in the users table. Using this
relationship, you could find which jokes each user wrote.

 1.2.8. Relational Database Management System

A Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), commonly (but incorrectly) called a database,
is software for creating, manipulating, and administering a database. For simplicity, we will often refer
to RDBMSs as databases. In this course, we will be using PostgreSQL2.

❋

1.3. PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL is a powerful, free, open source database. It mostly conforms with the SQL standard, but
it has some cool additional features which we will cover in this course.

PostgreSQL has been growing in popularity in recent years and is currently the second most popular
database on the market.3

1. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/datatype.html
2. https://www.postgresql.org/
3. https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2020#technology-databases
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Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned a little history of SQL, how databases work, and about PostgreSQL,
the database we will be using in this course. Now, we will start learning to work with SQL.
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LESSON 2
Simple SELECTs

Topics Covered

 Our database.

 SQL comments.

 SQL syntax.

 Selecting all rows from a table.

 Sorting record sets.

 Filtering record sets.

Introduction

The SELECT statement is used to retrieve data from tables. SELECT statements can be used to perform
simple tasks such as retrieving records from a single table or complicated tasks such as retrieving data
from multiple tables with record grouping and sorting. In this lesson, we will look at several of the
more basic ways to retrieve data from a single table.

❋

2.1. Introduction to the Jokes Database

Our jokes database is a sample database for a fictional jokes website that allows users to create, categorize,
and tag jokes. The database holds the data on the jokes, the users of the website, the staff, and the
applicants who are applying to work on the staff.

The following diagram shows the table structure of the jokes database:
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In this lesson, we will explore some of these tables.

❋

2.2. Some Basics

 2.2.1. Comments

Comments are generally used for one of two purposes:

1. To write helpful notes about the code; for example, why something is written in a specific
way.

2. To comment out some code that is not currently needed or working, but may be used sometime
in the future.

There are two forms of comments used in SQL:
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1. Single-line comments begin with a double dash:

-- This is a single-line comment.

2. Multi-line comments are enclosed between /* and */:

/*
This is a multi-line comment.
It can go across any
number of lines.

*/

 2.2.2. Whitespace and Semi-colons

Whitespace is ignored in SQL statements. Multiple statements are separated with semi-colons. The
two statements in the following code sample are equally valid:

Demo 2.1: simple-selects/Demos/white-space.sql

SELECT * FROM categories;1.
2.

SELECT *3.
FROM categories;4.

Code Explanation

Note that once you have longer queries, creating new lines for each main keyword (as in the second
statement) is better practice because it makes your code easier to read.

 2.2.3. Case Sensitivity

SQL is not case-sensitive. It is common practice to write reserved words in all capital letters (e.g.,
SELECT, FROM, WHERE, etc.). User-defined names, such as table names and column names may or may
not be case-sensitive depending on the database used. In PostgreSQL, they are generally not case-sensitive;
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however, it is best practice to write table and column names using the same case used in the database.
See Identifiers and Key Words4 for additional details.

❋

2.3. SELECTing All Columns in All Rows

The following syntax is used to retrieve all declared columns in all rows of a table:

SELECT table.*
FROM table;

-- OR

SELECT *
FROM table;

Demo 2.2: simple-selects/Demos/select-all.sql

SELECT *1.
FROM categories;2.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

id category created updated
--- -------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
1 Funny 2020-01-01 15:50:39.039367-05 2020-01-01 15:50:39.039367-05
2 Brain Teaser 2020-01-02 12:40:33.496735-05 2020-01-02 12:40:33.496735-05
3 Play on Words 2020-01-03 11:49:24.843041-05 2020-01-03 11:49:24.843041-05

As you can see, the categories table has four columns: id, category, created, and updated. It
has three rows.

You will run this query yourself in just a moment.

❋

4. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/sql-syntax-lexical.html#SQL-SYNTAX-IDENTIFIERS
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2.4. Running Queries in pgAdmin

Creating and running queries in pgAdmin is easy.

 2.4.1. Opening the Query Tool

1. Open pgAdmin.

2. Right-click jokesdb and then select Query Tool…

3. You are now ready to start writing and running your queries.
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 2.4.2. Writing and Running Queries

1. You will write all your queries for this course in the Query Editor, like so:

2. To run this query, you can click the Execute button in the Query Tool toolbar:

3. The results of the query will be returned in the Data Output section:
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 2.4.3. Multiple queries

If multiple queries are written in the Query Editor, clicking the execution button will run them all,
but you will only see the results of the one closest to the bottom. By highlighting a query or queries,
you can run just your selection when you click the execute button:
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 Exercise 1: Exploring the Tables
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will explore the data in the jokes database by selecting all the rows of several of the
tables.

1. In pgAdmin, execute the necessary SQL queries to select all columns of all rows from the
following tables:

A. applicants (15)
B. categories (3)
C. jobs (8)
D. jokes (595)
E. tags (34)
F. users (50)

2. The number of records that should be returned is indicated in parentheses next to the table
name.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/select-all.sql

SELECT *1.
FROM applicants;2.

3.
SELECT *4.
FROM categories;5.

6.
SELECT *7.
FROM jobs;8.

9.
SELECT *10.
FROM jokes;11.

12.
SELECT *13.
FROM tags;14.

15.
SELECT *16.
FROM users;17.

❋

2.5. SELECTing Specific Columns

While using SELECT * is a handy way to display all of the columns in a table, its use is considered a
poor practice in a production environment because of potential performance problems. The following
syntax is used to retrieve specific columns in all rows of a table:

SELECT table_name.column_name, table_name.column_name
FROM table;

-- OR

SELECT column, column
FROM table;

Demo 2.3: simple-selects/Demos/select-cols.sql

SELECT category, created1.
FROM categories;2.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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category created
-------------- ------------------------------
Funny 2020-01-01 15:50:39.039367-05
Brain Teaser 2020-01-02 12:40:33.496735-05
Play on Words 2020-01-03 11:49:24.843041-05
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 Exercise 2: SELECTing Specific Columns
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice selecting specific columns from tables in the jokes database.

1. Select the first_name, last_name, and email columns from the applicants table.

2. Select the title and id columns from the jobs table.

3. Select the question and answer columns from the jokes table.

4. Select the username, first_name, last_name, and dob columns from the users table.

5. Select the tag and created columns from the tags table.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/select-cols.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, email1.
FROM applicants;2.

3.
SELECT title, id4.
FROM jobs;5.

6.
SELECT question, answer7.
FROM jokes;8.

9.
SELECT username, first_name, last_name, dob10.
FROM users;11.

12.
SELECT tag, created13.
FROM tags;14.

❋

2.6. Sorting Records

The ORDER BY clause of the SELECT statement is used to sort records.

 2.6.1. Sorting by a Single Column

To sort by a single column, simply name that column in the ORDER BY clause:

SELECT column, column
FROM table
ORDER BY column;

Demo 2.4: simple-selects/Demos/order-by1.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name
----------- ----------
John Baker
Dave Barkley
Hannah Brown
Asha Brown
Rishi Chana
Leo Chavez
Susan Clarke
Kelly Cooper
Kyle Cross
Brittney Downey
Jane Gore
Becky Harrison
Brian Keller
Alex Park
Samantha Whyland

Note that columns in the ORDER BY clause do not have to appear in the SELECT clause. The following
is perfectly valid:

SELECT first_name, email
FROM applicants
ORDER BY last_name;

 2.6.2. Sorting By Multiple Columns

To sort by multiple columns, comma-delimit the column names in the ORDER BY clause:

SELECT column, column
FROM table
ORDER BY column, column;

Demo 2.5: simple-selects/Demos/order-by2.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name
----------- ----------
John Baker
Dave Barkley
Asha Brown
Hannah Brown
Rishi Chana
Leo Chavez
Susan Clarke
Kelly Cooper
Kyle Cross
Brittney Downey
Jane Gore
Becky Harrison
Brian Keller
Alex Park
Samantha Whyland

Notice that Asha Brown and Hannah Brown switch places in the order.

 2.6.3. Ascending and Descending Sorts

By default, when an ORDER BY clause is used, records are sorted in ascending order. This can be explicitly
specified with the ASC keyword. To sort records in descending order, use the DESC keyword.

SELECT column, column
FROM table
ORDER BY column DESC, column ASC;

Demo 2.6: simple-selects/Demos/order-by3.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name DESC, first_name;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Samantha Whyland
Alex Park
Brian Keller
Becky Harrison
Jane Gore
Brittney Downey
Kyle Cross
Kelly Cooper
Susan Clarke
Leo Chavez
Rishi Chana
Asha Brown
Hannah Brown
Dave Barkley
John Baker

Notice that Asha Brown comes before Hannah Brown because after sorting by last_name in descending
order, we sort by first_name in ascending order. The ASC keyword is not needed to specify ascending
order because that is the default.
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 Exercise 3: Sorting Results
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice sorting results in SELECT statements.

1. From the jokes table:

A. Get the question, answer, and category id for all jokes. Sort by category_id in
ascending order.

B. Get the question, answer, and created date for all jokes. Sort by created in
descending order.

C. Get the question, answer, and user id for all jokes. Sort by user_id in ascending
order.

2. From the users table:

A. Get the last name and first name for all users. Sort by last_name and then by
first_name in ascending order.

B. Get the last name, first name, and date of birth (dob) for all users. Sort by dob in
descending order.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/sorting.sql

SELECT question, answer, category_id1.
FROM jokes2.
ORDER BY category_id;3.

4.
SELECT question, answer, created5.
FROM jokes6.
ORDER BY created DESC;7.

8.
SELECT question, answer, user_id9.
FROM jokes10.
ORDER BY user_id;11.

12.
SELECT last_name, first_name13.
FROM users14.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name;15.

16.
SELECT last_name, first_name, dob17.
FROM users18.
ORDER BY dob DESC;19.

❋

2.7. The WHERE Clause and Logical Operator Symbols

The WHERE clause is used to retrieve specific rows from tables. The WHERE clause can contain one or
more conditions that specify which rows should be returned.

SELECT column, column
FROM table
WHERE conditions;

The following list shows the symbol operators used in WHERE conditions:

= – Equals.

<> – Not equal*.

> – Greater than.

< – Less than.

>= – Greater than or equal to.
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<= – Less than or equal to.

*In PostgreSQL, != can also be used for Not Equal.

Note that non-numeric values (e.g, dates and strings) in the WHERE clause must be enclosed in single
quotes.

 2.7.1. Checking for Equality

Demo 2.7: simple-selects/Demos/where-equal.sql

SELECT question, answer1.
FROM jokes2.
WHERE user_id = 20;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

question answer
--------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
What kind of dog does Dracula have? A bloodhound!
What do you call an egg from outer space? An Egg-stra terrestial.
Who’s a dessert’s favorite actor? Robert Brownie, Jr.
Did you hear the one about the statistician? Probably.
What did Al Gore play on his guitar? An algorithm!

Looking in the users table, you can tell that Averi Greer wrote these jokes because his id is 20:

Demo 2.8: simple-selects/Demos/where-equal2.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM users2.
WHERE id = 20;3.

The preceding SELECT statement returns the following results:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Averi Greer
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 2.7.2. Checking for Inequality

Demo 2.9: simple-selects/Demos/where-not-equal.sql

SELECT title1.
FROM jobs2.
WHERE type <> 'Part-time';3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

title
-----------------------
Database Administrator
Web Developer
CEO
Joke Editor
HR Manager
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 Exercise 4: Using the WHERE Clause to
Check for Equality or Inequality

 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using the WHERE clause to check for equality and inequality.

1. Create a report that shows the question and answer for every joke in the “Play on Words”
category. You will have to first run a query on the categories table to identify the id for
the “Play on Words” category.

2. Create a report that shows the same columns as the previous report, but for every joke not in
the “Play on Words” category.

3. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and email for every applicant applying
for the “Joke Writer” job. You will have to first run a query on the jobs table to identify the
id for the “Joke Writer” job title.

4. Create a report that shows the same columns as the previous report, but for every applicant
not applying for the “Joke Writer” job.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/equality-and-inequality.sql

-- Finds that the id for 'Play on Words' is 31.
SELECT id2.
FROM categories3.
WHERE category = 'Play on Words';4.

5.
SELECT question, answer6.
FROM jokes7.
WHERE category_id = 3;8.

9.
SELECT question, answer10.
FROM jokes11.
WHERE category_id <> 3;12.

13.
-- Finds that the id for 'Joke Writer' is 414.
SELECT id15.
FROM jobs16.
WHERE title = 'Joke Writer';17.

18.
SELECT first_name, last_name19.
FROM applicants20.
WHERE job_id = 4;21.

22.
SELECT first_name, last_name23.
FROM applicants24.
WHERE job_id <> 4;25.

❋

2.8. Checking for Greater or Less Than

The less than (<) and greater than (>) signs are used to compare numbers, dates, and strings. Add an
equals sign to make the results include the value being compared against: <= and >=.

The following demo selects all of the users who have birthdays past or on January 1st, 2000.

Demo 2.10: simple-selects/Demos/where-greater-than-or-equal.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, dob1.
FROM users2.
WHERE dob >= '2000-01-01';3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name
----------- ---------- -----------
Roberto Avery 2000-05-02
Zayd Burnett 2000-05-16
Livia Ortiz 2000-05-31
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 Exercise 5: Using WHERE to Check for
Greater or Less Than

 5 to 15 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using the WHERE clause to check for values greater than or less than a
specified value.

1. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and date of birth of all users who have
a date of birth earlier than January 1st, 2000.

2. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and start date of all applicants who have
indicated a start date later than or equal to August 1st, 2020.

3. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and desired hourly wage of all applicants
who have indicated they want an hourly wage less than or equal to $20.00.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/greater-than-less-than.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, dob1.
FROM users2.
WHERE dob < '2000-01-01';3.

4.
SELECT first_name, last_name, start_date, desired_hourly_wage5.
FROM applicants6.
WHERE start_date >= '2020-08-01';7.

8.
SELECT first_name, last_name, desired_hourly_wage9.
FROM applicants10.
WHERE desired_hourly_wage <= 20.00;11.

❋

2.9. Checking for NULL

When a field in a row has no value, it is said to be NULL. This is not the same as having an empty string
or a 0. Rather, it means that the field contains no value at all. When checking to see if a field is NULL,
you cannot use the equals sign (=). Instead, use the IS NULL expression.

Demo 2.11: simple-selects/Demos/where-null.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, website1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE website IS NULL;3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name website
----------- ---------- --------
Alex Park [null]

Use IS NOT NULL to retrieve records for which the specified column does have a value.
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Demo 2.12: simple-selects/Demos/where-not-null.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM users2.
WHERE job_id IS NOT NULL;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Clyde Cortez
Joaquin Graves
Julianna Davidson
Ivory Ramirez
Douglas Ortiz
Jane Gould

ISNULL and NOTNULL

In PostgreSQL, instead of writing IS NULL and IS NOT NULL, you can write ISNULL and
NOTNULL. Note, however, that this is not standard SQL.
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 Exercise 6: Checking for NULL
 5 to 15 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice selecting records with fields that have (or do not have) NULL values.

1. Create a report that shows the question and answer of all jokes that are not part of a category.

2. Create a report that shows the first name, last name of all users who have a job id.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/null.sql

SELECT question, answer1.
FROM jokes2.
WHERE category_id IS NULL;3.

4.
SELECT first_name, last_name5.
FROM users6.
WHERE job_id IS NOT NULL;7.

❋

2.10. WHERE and ORDER BY

When using WHERE and ORDER BY together, the WHERE clause must come before the ORDER BY clause.

Demo 2.13: simple-selects/Demos/where-order-by.sql

SELECT title, max_hourly_wage1.
FROM jobs2.
WHERE type = 'Full-time'3.
ORDER BY max_hourly_wage DESC;4.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

title max_hourly_wage
----------------------- ----------------
CEO 200.00
Web Developer 180.00
Joke Editor 50.00
Database Administrator 35.00
HR Manager 35.00
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 Exercise 7: Using WHERE and ORDER
BY Together

 5 to 15 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice writing SELECT statements that use both WHERE and ORDER BY.

1. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and start date of all applicants who have
a start date before August 1st, 2020. Sort by start date.

2. Create a report that shows the question, answer, and created date for all jokes in the Funny
category (category id is 1). Sort by created date in descending order.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/where-order-by.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, start_date1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE start_date < '2020-08-01'3.
ORDER BY start_date;4.

5.
SELECT question, answer, created6.
FROM jokes7.
WHERE category_id = 18.
ORDER BY created DESC;9.

❋

2.11. Checking Multiple Conditions with Boolean Operators

The AND and OR boolean operators are used to check multiple conditions in the WHERE clause.

 2.11.1. AND

AND is used in a WHERE clause to find records that match more than one condition.

Demo 2.14: simple-selects/Demos/where-and.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE desired_hourly_wage < 30 AND start_date >= '2020-08-01';3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Rishi Chana

 2.11.2. OR

OR is used in a WHERE clause to find records that match at least one of several conditions.
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Demo 2.15: simple-selects/Demos/where-or.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, job_id1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE job_id = 2 OR job_id = 4;3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name job_id
----------- ---------- -------
Jane Gore 4
Susan Clarke 4
Dave Barkley 4
Asha Brown 2
Alex Park 2
John Baker 2
Hannah Brown 2

 2.11.3. Order of Evaluation

By default, SQL processes AND operators before it processes OR operators. To illustrate how this works,
take a look at the following example.

Demo 2.16: simple-selects/Demos/where-and-or-precedence.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, start_date, job_id1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE start_date >= '2020-08-01' AND job_id = 3 OR job_id = 2;3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name start_date job_id
----------- ---------- ----------- -------
Brittney Downey 2020-08-01 3
Rishi Chana 2020-08-01 3
Asha Brown 2020-08-01 2
Alex Park 2020-08-07 2
John Baker 2020-07-28 2
Hannah Brown 2020-08-01 2

Notice that John Baker is returned by the query even though his start date is earlier than August 1st,
2020. This is because this query will return any applicant who meets either of the following conditions:

1. Has a start date later than August 1st, 2020 AND have a job id of 3

2. Has a job id of 2

This can be fixed by wrapping the OR portion of the clause in parentheses.

Demo 2.17: simple-selects/Demos/where-and-or-precedence2.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, start_date, job_id1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE start_date >= '2020-08-01' AND (job_id = 3 OR job_id = 2);3.

Code Explanation

The parentheses specify that the OR portion of the clause should be evaluated first, so the preceding
SELECT statement will return the same results minus John Baker:

first_name last_name start_date job_id
----------- ---------- ----------- -------
Brittney Downey 2020-08-01 3
Rishi Chana 2020-08-01 3
Asha Brown 2020-08-01 2
Alex Park 2020-08-07 2
Hannah Brown 2020-08-01 2

If only to make the code more readable, it’s a good idea to use parentheses whenever the order of
precedence might be ambiguous.
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 Exercise 8:Writing SELECTs with Multiple
Conditions
 5 to 15 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice writing SELECT statements that filter records based on multiple
conditions.

1. Create a report that shows the question and answer for jokes in the Funny category (category
id is 1) created by Jane Gould (user id is 1) or Julianna Davidson (user id is 2). Sort by user
id in ascending order.

2. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and date of birth from users who have a
date of birth later than or equal to January 1st, 1990 and a last login earlier than April 1st,
2020. Sort by date of birth.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/multiple-conditions.sql

SELECT question, answer, category_id, user_id1.
FROM jokes2.
WHERE category_id = 1 AND (user_id = 1 OR user_id = 2)3.
ORDER BY user_id;4.

5.
SELECT first_name, last_name, dob6.
FROM users7.
WHERE dob >= '1990-01-01' AND last_login < '2020-04-01'8.
ORDER BY dob;9.

❋

2.12. The WHERE Clause and Logical Operator Keywords

The following list shows the word operators used in WHERE conditions:

BETWEEN – Returns values in an inclusive range.

IN – Returns values in a specified subset.

IS – Used with NULL and Boolean values (true and false).

LIKE – Returns values that match a simple pattern.

NOT – Negates an operation.

 2.12.1. The BETWEEN Operator

The BETWEEN operator is used to check if field values are within a specified inclusive range.

Demo 2.18: simple-selects/Demos/where-between.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE last_name BETWEEN 'B' AND 'D';3.

4.
-- This is equivalent to:5.
SELECT first_name, last_name6.
FROM applicants7.
WHERE last_name >= 'B' AND last_name <= 'D';8.
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Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statements will both return the following results:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Susan Clarke
Dave Barkley
Kyle Cross
Rishi Chana
Kelly Cooper
Leo Chavez
Asha Brown
John Baker
Hannah Brown

Note that an applicant with the last name “D” would be included in this report.

 2.12.2. The IN Operator

The IN operator is used to check if field values are included in a specified comma-delimited list.

Demo 2.19: simple-selects/Demos/where-in.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, job_id1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE job_id IN (2, 4);3.

4.
-- This is equivalent to:5.
SELECT first_name, last_name, job_id6.
FROM applicants7.
WHERE job_id = 2 OR job_id = 4;8.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statements will both return the following results:
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first_name last_name job_id
----------- ---------- -------
Jane Gore 4
Susan Clarke 4
Dave Barkley 4
Asha Brown 2
Alex Park 2
John Baker 2
Hannah Brown 2

 2.12.3. The IS Operator

The IS operator is used when checking for a NULL value (as we have already seen) and it is also used
with boolean values (true and false).

Demo 2.20: simple-selects/Demos/where-is.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM users2.
WHERE is_staff IS true;3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Clyde Cortez
Joaquin Graves
Julianna Davidson
Ivory Ramirez
Douglas Ortiz
Jane Gould

Boolean Values in PostgreSQL

Many other databases do not have true boolean values. They will use 0s as false and 1s as true.
PostgreSQL has actual boolean values. Columns that contain boolean data will commonly start
with “is_” (e.g., is_staff).
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When using boolean values in the WHERE clause, you do not need to use a comparison operator
at all. The following two WHERE clauses are equivalent:

WHERE is_staff IS true

WHERE is_staff

Similarly, the following two WHERE clauses are equivalent:

WHERE is_staff IS false

WHERE NOT is_staff

 2.12.4. The LIKE Operator

The LIKE operator is used to check if field values match a specified pattern.

The Percent Sign (%)

The percent sign (%) is used to match any zero or more characters.

Demo 2.21: simple-selects/Demos/where-like1.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE last_name LIKE 'C%';3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return all applicants with last names that start with “C”:
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first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Susan Clarke
Kyle Cross
Rishi Chana
Kelly Cooper
Leo Chavez

The Underscore (_)

The underscore (_) is used to match any single character.

Demo 2.22: simple-selects/Demos/where-like2.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE last_name LIKE 'C____';3.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return all applicants with last names that start with “C” and are
five letters long:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Kyle Cross
Rishi Chana

 2.12.5. The NOT Operator

The NOT operator is used to negate an operation.

Demo 2.23: simple-selects/Demos/where-not.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, job_id1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE job_id NOT IN (2, 4);3.
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Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name job_id
----------- ---------- -------
Brian Keller 3
Brittney Downey 3
Kyle Cross 3
Rishi Chana 3
Kelly Cooper 5
Samantha Whyland 5
Leo Chavez 5
Becky Harrison 5
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 Exercise 9: More SELECTs with WHERE
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice writing SELECT statements that use WHERE with word operators.

1. Create a report that shows the first and last names of applicants who have last names that start
with “B”.

2. Create a report that shows the question and answer of jokes in the Funny (category id is 1)
or Brain Teaser (category id is 2) categories.

3. Create a report that shows the first name, last name, and date of birth of all users who have
birthdays in the 1990s.

4. Create a report that shows the first and last names of all users who are staff.
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Solution: simple-selects/Solutions/word-operators.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE last_name LIKE 'B%';3.

4.
SELECT question, answer, category_id5.
FROM jokes6.
WHERE category_id IN (1, 2);7.

8.
SELECT first_name, last_name, dob9.
FROM users10.
WHERE dob BETWEEN '1990-01-01' AND '1999-12-31';11.

12.
SELECT first_name, last_name13.
FROM users14.
WHERE is_staff;15.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned a lot about creating reports with SELECT. However, this is just the tip
of the iceberg. SELECT statements can get much more powerful and, of course, much more complicated.
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LESSON 3
Advanced SELECTs

Topics Covered

 Retrieving a portion of the rows generated by a query.

 Retrieving calculated values.

 Aggregate functions and grouping.

 SQL’s data manipulation functions.

Introduction

In this lesson, you will learn to use SELECT statements to retrieve a portion of rows generated from a
query, to retrieve calculated values, to work with aggregate functions and grouping, and to work with
SQL’s data manipulation functions.

❋

3.1. LIMIT and OFFSET

LIMIT and OFFSET are used to retrieve a portion of the rows that a query would generate.

LIMIT specifies the number of records to retrieve.

Demo 3.1: advanced-selects/Demos/limit.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name3.
LIMIT 3;4.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name
----------- ----------
John Baker
Dave Barkley
Asha Brown

OFFSET specifies a number rows to skip before starting to return rows.

Demo 3.2: advanced-selects/Demos/offset.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name3.
OFFSET 12;4.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Brian Keller
Alex Park
Samantha Whyland

When both LIMIT and OFFSET are specified, the number of rows specified by OFFSET will be skipped
before returning the number of rows specified by LIMIT.

Demo 3.3: advanced-selects/Demos/limit-offset.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name3.
LIMIT 3 OFFSET 3;4.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name
----------- ----------
Hannah Brown
Rishi Chana
Leo Chavez

It is important to use the ORDER BY clause with LIMIT and OFFSET because if ORDER BY is not used,
then the order can be unpredictable.

❋

3.2. Calculated Fields

Calculated fields are fields that do not exist in a table, but are created in the SQL statement. For example,
you could create full_name from first_name and last_name.

 3.2.1. Concatenation

Concatenation is a fancy word for stringing together different words or characters. Different databases
have different ways of doing this. In PostgreSQL, the double pipe (||) is the concatenation operator.

Demo 3.4: advanced-selects/Demos/concatenation.sql

SELECT first_name || ' ' || last_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name3.
LIMIT 3;4.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

?column?
-------------
John Baker
Dave Barkley
Asha Brown

Notice that the column name for the calculated field is ?column?, which means it is undefined. We
will fix that soon.
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 3.2.2. Mathematical Calculations

Mathematical calculations in SQL are similar to those in other languages.

+ – Addition.

- – Subtraction.

* – Multiplication.

/ – Division.

% – Modulus (remainder).

For more math operators, see the PostgreSQL documentation for Mathematical Functions and
Operators.5

Demo 3.5: advanced-selects/Demos/math-calc.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, hourly_wage * weekly_hours1.
FROM users2.
WHERE is_staff;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name ?column?
----------- ---------- ---------
Clyde Cortez 625.00
Joaquin Graves 750.00
Julianna Davidson 900.00
Ivory Ramirez 4000.00
Douglas Ortiz 1050.00
Jane Gould 6000.00

This returns the first and last names of the all the staff members along with the amount of money they
would make in a week, not including overtime.

 3.2.3. Aliases

By default, calculated columns have the header ?column?. To name a calculated column, use the AS
keyword:

5. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-math.html
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SELECT column1 + column2 AS custom_name
FROM table
WHERE (column1 + column2) > 1
ORDER BY custom_name;

Aliases in WHERE and ORDER BY

You cannot refer to an alias in the WHERE clause, but you can refer to it in the ORDER BY clause.

Demo 3.6: advanced-selects/Demos/alias.sql

SELECT first_name || ' ' || last_name AS full_name1.
FROM applicants2.
ORDER BY last_name, first_name3.
LIMIT 3;4.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

full_name
-------------
John Baker
Dave Barkley
Asha Brown

As you can see, the calculated column is now named full_name.
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 Exercise 10: Calculating Fields
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice writing SELECT statements with calculated fields.

1. Create a report that shows the average between the min and max hourly wage for each job.
This can be calculated by adding them together and then dividing by 2. The report should
look like this:

title avg_hourly_wage
------------------------ ---------------------
Joke Writer 20.0000000000000000
Database Administrator 30.0000000000000000
HR Manager 30.0000000000000000
Social Media Specialist 32.5000000000000000
Joke Editor 35.0000000000000000
SEO Consultant 100.0000000000000000
Web Developer 115.0000000000000000
CEO 150.0000000000000000

2. Create a report that shows the total weekly salary (including overtime) made by each staff
member. For overtime hours, the staff member gets a 50% bonus (this can be calculated by
multiplying the standard hourly wage by 1.5). The report should look like this:

full_name weekly_wage
------------------ ------------
Jane Gould 7125.000
Ivory Ramirez 5050.000
Douglas Ortiz 1260.000
Clyde Cortez 1000.000
Julianna Davidson 900.000
Joaquin Graves 750.000
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Solution: advanced-selects/Solutions/calculations.sql

SELECT title, (max_hourly_wage + min_hourly_wage) / 2 AS avg_hourly_wage1.
FROM jobs2.
ORDER BY avg_hourly_wage;3.

4.
SELECT first_name || ' ' || last_name AS full_name,5.

(hourly_wage * weekly_hours) +6.
((hourly_wage * 1.5) * overtime_hours) AS weekly_wage7.

FROM users8.
WHERE is_staff9.
ORDER BY weekly_wage DESC;10.

❋

3.3. Aggregate Functions and Grouping

 3.3.1. Aggregate Functions

Aggregate functions are used to calculate results using field values from multiple records. The most
commonly used aggregate functions are:

count() – Returns the number of rows containing non-NULL values in the specified field.

sum() – Returns the sum of the non-NULL values in the specified field.

avg() – Returns the average of the non-NULL values in the specified field.

max() – Returns the maximum of the non-NULL values in the specified field.

min() – Returns the minimum of the non-NULL values in the specified field.

Demo 3.7: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-count.sql

SELECT count(id)1.
FROM jokes2.
WHERE category_id = 2;3.

4.
-- Returns 225.
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Demo 3.8: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-sum.sql

SELECT sum(overtime_hours)1.
FROM users2.
WHERE is_staff;3.

4.
-- Returns 265.

Demo 3.9: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-avg.sql

SELECT avg(hourly_wage)1.
FROM users2.
WHERE is_staff;3.

4.
-- Returns 61.66666666666666675.

Demo 3.10: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-min-max.sql

SELECT min(created) AS first_joke_created, max(created) AS last_joke_created1.
FROM jokes;2.

The preceding SELECT statement will return January 3, 2020 and June 1, 2020 as the
first_joke_created and last_joke_created, respectively.

first_joke_created last_joke_created
---------------------------- ----------------------------
2020-01-03 05:59:59.2512-05 2020-06-01 13:37:42.7008-04

count(*)

When you specify a field in the count() function (e.g., count(dob)), only records for which the value
of that field is not NULL will be counted. Use count(*) to count all the records without considering
NULL values. For example:

SELECT count(*)
FROM users;
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 3.3.2. Grouping Data

GROUP BY

With the GROUP BY clause, aggregate functions can be applied to groups of records based on column
values. Whenever the SELECT clause of your SELECT statement includes column values and aggregate
functions, you must include the GROUP BY clause. The GROUP BY clause must list all of the column
values used in the SELECT clause. For example, the following code will return the number of applicants
applying for each job:

Demo 3.11: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-group-by.sql

SELECT job_id, count(id) AS num_applicants1.
FROM applicants2.
GROUP BY job_id;3.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

job_id num_applicants
------- ---------------
4 3
2 4
3 4
5 4

The GROUP BY clause should only be used when there is one or more aggregate functions (e.g., count,
max, min, sum, avg) in the SELECT clause.

HAVING

The HAVING clause is used to filter grouped data. For example, the following code specifies that we
only want information on jobs that have more than three applicants:

Demo 3.12: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-having.sql

SELECT job_id, count(id) AS num_applicants1.
FROM applicants2.
GROUP BY job_id3.
HAVING count(id) > 3;4.
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The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

job_id num_applicants
------- ---------------
2 4
3 4
5 4

As with the WHERE clause, aliases cannot be referenced in the HAVING clause.

Order of Clauses

The order of clauses in SELECT statements is not arbitrary. Here is the correct order of the clauses we
have learned so far:

1. SELECT

2. FROM

3. WHERE

4. GROUP BY

5. HAVING

6. ORDER BY

7. LIMIT

8. OFFSET

Here is an example of a query using every clause we have learned so far:

Demo 3.13: advanced-selects/Demos/aggregate-order-of-clauses.sql

SELECT job_id, count(id) AS num_applicants1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE job_id <> 23.
GROUP BY job_id4.
HAVING count(id) > 35.
ORDER BY job_id6.
LIMIT 1 OFFSET 1;7.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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job_id num_applicants
------- ---------------
5 4

Grouping Rules

1. Every non-aggregate column that appears in the SELECT clause must also appear in the GROUP
BY clause.

2. You may not use aliases in the HAVING clause.

3. You may use aliases in the ORDER BY clause.

4. To filter rows based on aggregate functions, use the HAVING clause.

5. You should declare column aliases for any calculated fields in the SELECT clause.

6. You may not use aggregate functions in the WHERE clause.
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 Exercise 11: Working with Aggregate
Functions

 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice working with aggregate functions.

1. Create a report that shows the ten users who have written the most jokes. Order by the number
of jokes written in descending order. The report should look like:

user_id num_jokes_written
-------- ------------------
26 20
48 19
27 18
50 18
32 18
3 18
15 17
16 17
43 16
45 15

2. Create a report that shows the number of jokes in each category. Order by the number of
jokes in ascending order. The report should look like:

category_id num_jokes
------------ ----------
[null] 20
3 22
2 22
1 531
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3. Create a report that shows the average desired weekly hours, average overtime hours, and
average desired hourly wage for each job of the jobs that have applicants. Order by job id.
The report should look like:

job_id avg_weekly_hours avg_overtime_hours avg_hourly_wage
------- -------------------- ------------------- ---------------------
2 33.7500000000000000 7.5000000000000000 32.5000000000000000
3 16.2500000000000000 3.0000000000000000 27.3250000000000000
4 23.3333333333333333 5.0000000000000000 19.0000000000000000
5 32.5000000000000000 4.5000000000000000 107.5000000000000000
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Solution: advanced-selects/Solutions/grouping.sql

SELECT user_id, count(id) AS num_jokes_written1.
FROM jokes2.
GROUP BY user_id3.
ORDER BY num_jokes_written DESC4.
LIMIT 10;5.

6.
SELECT category_id, count(id) AS num_jokes7.
FROM jokes8.
GROUP BY category_id9.
ORDER BY num_jokes;10.

11.
SELECT job_id, avg(desired_weekly_hours) AS avg_weekly_hours,12.

avg(overtime_hours) AS avg_overtime_hours,13.
avg(desired_hourly_wage) AS avg_hourly_wage14.

FROM applicants15.
GROUP BY job_id16.
ORDER BY job_id;17.

❋

3.4. Selecting Distinct Records

The DISTINCT keyword is used to select distinct combinations of column values. For example, the
following query shows how you would find all the distinct jobs that are being applied for.

Demo 3.14: advanced-selects/Demos/distinct.sql

SELECT DISTINCT job_id1.
FROM applicants;2.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

job_id
-------
4
2
3
5
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DISTINCT is often used with aggregate functions. The following example shows how DISTINCT can
be used to see how many different jobs are being applied for.

Demo 3.15: advanced-selects/Demos/distinct-count.sql

SELECT count(DISTINCT job_id) AS num_jobs1.
FROM applicants;2.

3.
-- Returns 44.

❋

3.5. Built-in Data Manipulation Functions

In this section, we will discuss some of the more common built-in data manipulation functions for
math and strings.

 3.5.1. Common Math Functions

ceil() – Rounds to the nearest integer greater than or equal to the passed-in number.

floor() – Rounds to the nearest integer less than or equal to the passed-in number.

round() – By default, round() will round a number to the nearest integer. It can also take
a second parameter (e.g., round(4.125, 2) that specifies how many decimals it should round
to.

trunc() – By default, trunc() will cut off any decimals. Like round(), it can take a second
parameter to specify the number of decimals to keep.

For more math functions, see the PostgreSQL documentation for Mathematical Functions and
Operators.6

Demo 3.16: advanced-selects/Demos/ceil-floor.sql

SELECT first_name || ' ' || last_name AS full_name,1.
desired_hourly_wage,2.
ceil(desired_hourly_wage) AS round_up,3.
floor(desired_hourly_wage) AS round_down4.

FROM applicants5.
WHERE job_id = 3;6.

6. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-math.html
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The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results (not all rows shown):

full_name desired_hourly_wage round_up round_down
---------------- --------------------- --------- -----------
Brian Keller 20.20 21 20
Rishi Chana 23.60 24 23
Brittney Downey 30.00 30 30
Kyle Cross 35.50 36 35

Demo 3.17: advanced-selects/Demos/round-trunc.sql

SELECT first_name || ' ' || last_name AS full_name,1.
desired_hourly_wage,2.
trunc(desired_hourly_wage) AS trunc_wage,3.
round(desired_hourly_wage) AS round_wage4.

FROM applicants5.
WHERE job_id = 3;6.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results (not all rows shown):

full_name desired_hourly_wage round_wage trunc_wage
---------------- --------------------- ------------ ------------
Brian Keller 20.20 20 20
Rishi Chana 23.60 24 23
Brittney Downey 30.00 30 30
Kyle Cross 35.50 36 35

Note that the default is the same as passing 0 as the second parameter: round(field, 0). To round
to the tens place, pass in -1: round(field, -1).

 3.5.2. Common String Functions

char_length() – Returns the number of characters in a string.

lower() – Returns the text all lowercase.

upper() – Returns the text all uppercase.

For more string functions, see the PostgreSQL documentation for String Functions and Operators.7

7. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-string.html
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Demo 3.18: advanced-selects/Demos/char-length.sql

SELECT first_name || ' ' || last_name AS full_name,1.
char_length(cover_letter) || ' characters' AS cover_letter_length2.

FROM applicants3.
ORDER BY last_name4.
LIMIT 3;5.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

full_name cover_letter_length
------------- --------------------
John Baker 44 characters
Dave Barkley 66 characters
Hannah Brown 115 characters

Demo 3.19: advanced-selects/Demos/lower-upper.sql

SELECT first_name,1.
lower(first_name) AS lower_first_name,2.
upper(first_name) AS upper_first_name3.

FROM applicants4.
ORDER BY first_name5.
LIMIT 3;6.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results (not all rows shown):

first_name lower_first_name upper_first_name
----------- ----------------- -----------------
Alex alex ALEX
Asha asha ASHA
Becky becky BECKY
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 Exercise 12: Data Manipulation Functions
for Math and Strings

 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using math and string data manipulation functions.

1. Create a report that shows the average between the min and max hourly wage for each job.
This can be calculated by adding them together and then dividing by 2. Truncate to two
decimal places. The report should look like:

title avg_hourly_wage
------------------------ -----------------
Joke Writer 20.00
Database Administrator 30.00
HR Manager 30.00
Social Media Specialist 32.50
Joke Editor 35.00
SEO Consultant 100.00
Web Developer 115.00
CEO 150.00

2. Create a report that shows the average desired hourly wage for each job of the jobs that have
applicants. Round to two decimal places. The report should look like:

job_id avg_desired_hourly_wage
------- -------------------------
2 32.50
3 27.33
4 19.00
5 107.50
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3. Create a report that shows the top ten shortest jokes (length should be calculated by the
number of characters in the answer and question added together). The report should look
like:

question answer joke_length
---------------------------------- --------------- ------------
Need an ark? I Noah guy. 23
Why is six afraid of seven? 789. 31
What’s brown and sticky? A stick. 32
What is best Beatles song? Latte Be 34
How do hurricanes see? With one eye! 35
Which is the most curious letter? Y? 35
What do you call sad coffee? Depresso 36
What does a panda ghost eat? Bam-BOO! 36
Which month has 28 days? All of them. 36
What would bears be without Bees? Ears 37
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Solution: advanced-selects/Solutions/functions-math-strings.sql

SELECT title,1.
trunc((max_hourly_wage + min_hourly_wage) / 2, 2) AS avg_hourly_wage2.

FROM jobs3.
ORDER BY avg_hourly_wage;4.

5.
SELECT job_id,6.

round(avg(desired_hourly_wage), 2) AS avg_desired_hourly_wage7.
FROM applicants8.
GROUP BY job_id9.
ORDER BY job_id;10.

11.
SELECT question, answer, char_length(answer) +12.
char_length(question) AS joke_length13.

FROM jokes14.
ORDER BY joke_length15.
LIMIT 10;16.

❋

3.6. Date/Time Types and Functions

PostgreSQL has several data types for representing dates and times.

 3.6.1. Common Date/Time Types

date – Shows the date with no time of day.

timestamptz – Shows the date and the time with the timezone.

interval – Represents an interval of time. The length of the interval can be expressed with
words: years, months, weeks, and days. Hours, minutes, and seconds are usually expressed as
a 24 clock.

The following demo shows three SELECT statements using date/time types:
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Demo 3.20: advanced-selects/Demos/date-types.sql

SELECT username, dob1.
FROM users2.
WHERE dob > '1998-01-01';3.

4.
SELECT username, last_login5.
FROM users6.
WHERE last_login > timestamptz '2020-06-01 00:00:00-04';7.

8.
SELECT username, last_login - date_joined AS time_active9.
FROM users10.
WHERE last_login - date_joined < interval '2 weeks 5 days';11.

Code Explanation

Notice that in the second two examples, we explicitly specify the date type with a prefix (e.g.,
timestamptz, interval). This is not required, but it can make it easier to recognize the date type in
your code. In the first example, we do not specify date because dates tend to be easily recognized, so
the prefix is not necessary.

Note that in the last example, we use to the - operator to subtract date_joined from last_login.
This returns the time difference as an interval.

For more date/time types, see the PostgreSQL documentation for Date/Time Types8.

 3.6.2. Common Date/Time Functions

age() – Takes one or two date values. If only one is given, it will return the interval between
the date and the current day (at midnight). If two dates are given, then it will return the
difference between them. Return type: interval.

date_trunc(return_value, interval/timestamptz) – Takes two parameters. The first
parameter is a string that specifies how precise the return value should be (e.g., 'year',
'month', 'day', 'hour', etc.). The second parameter is the interval or timestamptz
that is being truncated. Return type: interval or timestamp.

now() – Gets the date and time in the current timezone. Return type: timestamptz.

to_char() – Useful for formatting date/time types. Return type: string.

8. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/datatype-datetime.html
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For more date/time functions, see the PostgreSQL documentation for Date/Time Functions and
Operators.9

The following demo shows an example of now():

Demo 3.21: advanced-selects/Demos/date-now.sql

SELECT now();1.
2.

-- returns the current date and time3.

The following demo shows an example of age():

Demo 3.22: advanced-selects/Demos/date-age.sql

SELECT category, age(created) AS inaccurate_interval,1.
age(now(), created) AS accurate_interval2.

FROM categories3.

Code Explanation

The inaccurate_interval is the difference between the current day at midnight and the created
date. The accurate_interval is the difference between the current day and and time and the created
date. The intervals shown will change depending on the date and time that this query is run.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following:

category inaccurate_interval accurate_interval
-------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
Funny 6 mons 4 days 11:09:20.960633 6 mons 5 days 04:27:15.518636
Brain Teaser 6 mons 3 days 14:19:26.503265 6 mons 4 days 07:37:21.061268
Play on Words 6 mons 2 days 14:10:35.156959 6 mons 3 days 07:28:29.714962

The following demo shows an example of date_trunc(). We will use it to tidy up the age() demo:

9. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-datetime.html
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Demo 3.23: advanced-selects/Demos/date-trunc.sql

SELECT category,1.
date_trunc('hour', age(created)) AS inaccurate_interval,2.
date_trunc('hour', age(now(), created)) AS accurate_interval3.

FROM categories;4.

Code Explanation

This query will return similar values to the previous one, except that it won’t show time more accurate
than hours.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following:

category inaccurate_interval accurate_interval
-------------- ----------------------- -----------------------
Funny 6 mons 4 days 11:00:00 6 mons 5 days 04:00:00
Brain Teaser 6 mons 3 days 14:00:00 6 mons 4 days 07:00:00
Play on Words 6 mons 2 days 14:00:00 6 mons 3 days 07:00:00

 3.6.3. Formatting Date/Time Values with to_char()

to_char() is able to convert date/time values to strings. The format of the date/time as a string is
specified with template patterns. Some of the most common are listed below:

SS – the second (00-59)

MI – the minute (00-59)

HH – the hour (01-12)

DD – the day of the month (01-31)

MM – the month number (01-12)

YY – the last two digits of the year

YYYY – the year

Month – the full month name

Mon – the abbreviated month name (3 characters)

Day – the full day name

Dy – the abbreviated day name (3 characters)
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For more template patterns, see the PostgreSQL documentation for Data Type Formatting Functions10.

The following demo shows a few examples of how you could use these template patterns:

Demo 3.24: advanced-selects/Demos/date-to-char.sql

SELECT created,1.
to_char(created, 'MM/DD/YY') AS example1,2.
to_char(created, 'Dy, Mon DD, YYYY') AS example2,3.
to_char(created, 'HH:MI:SS Day Month') AS example34.

FROM categories5.

Code Explanation

Notice that within the formatting string, you can put other cha racters. In the examples in this demo,
we insert forward slashes, commas, spaces, and colons to make our date/time values look better.

The preceding SELECT statement would return:

created example1 example2 example3
------------------------------ --------- ------------------ ---------------------------
2020-01-01 12:50:39.039367-05 01/01/20 Wed, Jan 01, 2020 12:50:39 Wednesday January
2020-01-02 09:40:33.496735-05 01/02/20 Thu, Jan 02, 2020 09:40:33 Thursday January
2020-01-03 09:49:24.843041-0 01/03/20 Fri, Jan 03, 2020 09:49:24 Friday January

10. https://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/functions-formatting.html
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 Exercise 13: Date/Time Manipulation
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using date/time operators and functions.

1. Create a report that shows the exact age of each staff member in years, months, and days. The
report should look something like:

first_name last_name exact_age
----------- ---------- -------------------------
Jane Gould 27 years 5 mons 1 day
Clyde Cortez 31 years 6 mons 1 day
Ivory Ramirez 42 years 4 mons 8 days
Douglas Ortiz 55 years 10 mons 18 days
Julianna Davidson 63 years 5 mons
Joaquin Graves 63 years 9 mons 4 days

Note that the ages will be different for you.

2. Create a report that shows the birthday of each staff member, with their birthday formatted
like 'July 06'. The report should look like:

first_name last_name birthday
----------- ---------- -------------------------
Clyde Cortez December 18
Joaquin Graves September 15
Julianna Davidson January 19
Ivory Ramirez February 11
Douglas Ortiz August 01
Jane Gould January 18
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Solution: advanced-selects/Solutions/functions-dates.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, age(dob) AS exact_age1.
FROM users2.
WHERE is_staff3.
ORDER BY exact_age;4.

5.
SELECT first_name, last_name, to_char(dob, 'Month DD') AS birthday6.
FROM users7.
WHERE is_staff;8.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have continued to use SELECT to create reports from data stored in a single table.
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LESSON 4
Subqueries, Joins and Unions

Topics Covered

 Subqueries.

 Joins.

 Unions.

Introduction

In this lesson, you will learn to write queries with subqueries, to select columns from multiple tables
with joins, and to select records from multiple result sets with unions.

❋

4.1. Subqueries

Subqueries are queries embedded in queries. They are used to retrieve data from one table based on
data in another table. They generally are used when tables have some kind of relationship. For example,
in our jokes database, the applicants table has a column job_id, which references the id column
in the jobs.

Demo 4.1: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/subquery-select-job-id.sql

SELECT job_id1.
FROM applicants2.
WHERE last_name = 'Cooper';3.

Code Explanation

This will return 5, which is very likely meaningless to the people reading the report. The next query
uses a subquery to return a meaningful result.
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Demo 4.2: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/subquery-select-job-title.sql

SELECT title1.
FROM jobs2.
WHERE id = (SELECT job_id3.

FROM applicants4.
WHERE last_name = 'Cooper');5.

Code Explanation

The preceding code returns SEO Consultant, which is a lot more useful than 5.

The subquery can contain any valid SELECT statement, but it must return a single column with the
expected number of results. For example, if the subquery returns only one record, then the main query
can check for equality, inequality, greater than, less than, etc. On the other hand, if the subquery returns
more than one record, the main query must check to see if a field value is (or is NOT) IN the set of values
returned.

Demo 4.3: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/subquery-in.sql

SELECT title1.
FROM jobs2.
WHERE id IN (SELECT job_id3.

FROM applicants4.
WHERE desired_hourly_wage > 35.00);5.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results (not all rows shown):

title
------------------------
SEO Consultant
Database Administrator
Social Media Specialist
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 Exercise 14: Subqueries
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice writing subqueries.

1. Create a report that shows all of the jokes written by Ivory Ramirez. It should return 18 rows.

2. Create a report that shows all of the jokes written by staff members. It should return 78 rows.

3. Create a report that shows the first and last names of all applicants applying to be joke writers.
It should return 3 rows.
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Solution: subqueries-joins-unions/Solutions/subqueries.sql

SELECT question, answer1.
FROM jokes2.
WHERE user_id = (SELECT id3.

FROM users4.
WHERE first_name = 'Ivory' AND5.
last_name = 'Ramirez');6.

7.
SELECT question, answer8.
FROM jokes9.
WHERE user_id IN (SELECT id10.

FROM users11.
WHERE is_staff);12.

13.
SELECT first_name, last_name14.
FROM applicants15.
WHERE job_id = (SELECT id16.

FROM jobs17.
WHERE title = 'Joke Writer');18.

❋

4.2. Joins

How can we find out:

Which users are writing which jokes?
Which jobs are applicants applying for?
Which tags go with which jokes?

Such reports require data from multiple tables. Enter joins.

SELECT table1.column, table2.column
FROM table1 JOIN table2

ON (table1.column = table2.column)
WHERE conditions

Creating a report that returns the applicant id and job id from the applicants table is not difficult.
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Demo 4.4: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/joins-no-join.sql

SELECT id, job_id1.
FROM applicants;2.

But this is not very useful as we cannot tell who the applicant is or what job they are applying for. The
next sample shows how we can use a join to make the report more useful.

Demo 4.5: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/joins-applicants-jobs.sql

1.
SELECT applicants.first_name || ' ' || applicants.last_name AS applicant,2.

jobs.title3.
FROM applicants JOIN jobs4.

ON applicants.job_id = jobs.id5.
ORDER BY applicants.last_name;6.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

applicant title
----------------- ------------------------
John Baker Database Administrator
Dave Barkley Joke Writer
Asha Brown Database Administrator
Hannah Brown Database Administrator
Rishi Chana Social Media Specialist
Leo Chavez SEO Consultant
Susan Clarke Joke Writer
Kelly Cooper SEO Consultant
Kyle Cross Social Media Specialist
Brittney Downey Social Media Specialist
Jane Gore Joke Writer
Becky Harrison SEO Consultant
Brian Keller Social Media Specialist
Alex Park Database Administrator
Samantha Whyland SEO Consultant

Table names are used as prefixes (often referred to as “qualifiers”) of the column names to identify the
table in which to find the column. Although this is only required when the column name exists in both
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tables, it is always a good idea to include the prefixes as it makes the code more efficient and easier to
read.

 4.2.1. Table Aliases

Using full table names as prefixes can make SQL queries unnecessarily wordy. Table aliases can make
the code a little more concise. The syntax for using table aliases is:

SELECT t1.column, t2.column
FROM table1 t1 JOIN table2 t2

ON (t1.column=t2.column)
WHERE conditions

Table aliases are specified in the FROM clause immediately following the table name.

The following example, which is identical in functionality to the query above, illustrates the use of
table aliases:

Demo 4.6: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/joins-aliases.sql

SELECT a.first_name || ' ' || a.last_name AS applicant,1.
j.title2.

FROM applicants a JOIN jobs j3.
ON a.job_id = j.id4.

ORDER BY a.last_name;5.

Code Explanation

In the preceding code, a is the alias for the applicants table, and j is the alias for the jobs table.

 4.2.2. Multi-table Joins

Multi-table joins can get very complex, but the syntax is relatively straightforward.
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SELECT table1.column, table2.column, table3.column
FROM table1
JOIN table2 ON (table1.column = table2.column)
JOIN table3 ON (table2.column = table3.column)

WHERE conditions

Note that to join with a table, that table must be in the FROM clause or must already be joined with the
table in the FROM clause. Consider the following.

SELECT table1.column, table2.column, table3.column
FROM table1

JOIN table3 ON (table2.column = table3.column)
JOIN table2 ON (table1.column = table2.column)

WHERE conditions

The preceding code would break because it attempts to join table3 with table2 before table2 has
been joined with table1.

The following example gets columns from three tables: jobs, users, and jokes:

Demo 4.7: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/joins-multi-table.sql

SELECT u.first_name, u.last_name,1.
jb.title, count(jk.id) AS num_jokes_written2.

FROM jobs jb3.
JOIN users u ON u.job_id = jb.id4.
JOIN jokes jk ON u.id = jk.user_id5.

GROUP BY u.first_name, u.last_name, jb.title6.
ORDER BY num_jokes_written DESC;7.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name title num_jokes_written
----------- ---------- -------------- ------------------
Ivory Ramirez Web Developer 18
Douglas Ortiz Joke Editor 15
Joaquin Graves Joke Writer 15
Julianna Davidson HR Manager 13
Clyde Cortez Joke Writer 9
Jane Gould CEO 8
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 Exercise 15: Using Joins
 20 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using joins.

1. Create a report that shows every joke (question and answer) and the user (first and last name)
who wrote the joke. Sort by the users’ last names.

2. Create a report that shows ever joke (question and answer) and the category to which the joke
belongs. Sort by category.

3. Create a report that shows every joke (question and answer) and the tags that apply to them.
You’ll notice that some jokes are repeated because they have multiple tags. Sort by the joke
question.

Hint

For the last query, you will need to use the jokes_tags table, which is a table that connects
joke ids to tag ids. This separate table is necessary because there is a many-to-many relationship
between jokes and tags, meaning that a tag can be applied to multiple jokes and that jokes can
have multiple tags.

The jokes_tags table is what is known as a join table. Join tables connect two other tables by
their primary keys, allowing for a many-to-many relationship. Join tables may, but don’t have
to, contain information about the relationship between the two tables.

The syntax for a query joining two tables through a join table is:

SELECT t1.column1, t2.column2
FROM table1 t1

JOIN join_table jt ON t1.id = jt.column1_id
JOIN table2 t2 ON t2.id = jt.column2_id;

Notice that no columns are selected from the join table. In this case, it is only acting as a
go-between to connect the two other tables.
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Solution: subqueries-joins-unions/Solutions/joins.sql

SELECT u.first_name || ' ' || u.last_name AS joke_writer,1.
j.question, j.answer2.

FROM users u3.
JOIN jokes j ON u.id = j.user_id4.

ORDER BY u.last_name;5.
6.

SELECT j.question, j.answer, c.category7.
FROM jokes j8.
JOIN categories c ON j.category_id = c.id9.

ORDER BY c.category;10.
11.

SELECT j.question, j.answer, t.tag12.
FROM jokes j13.
JOIN jokes_tags jt ON j.id = jt.joke_id14.
JOIN tags t ON t.id = jt.tag_id15.

ORDER BY j.question;16.

❋

4.3. Outer Joins

So far, all the joins we have worked with are inner joins, meaning that rows are only returned that have
matches in both tables. For example, when doing an inner join between the users table and the jobs
table, only users who have jobs and jobs that have users will be returned. Following is an example of
an inner join:

Demo 4.8: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/inner-join.sql

SELECT u.first_name, u.last_name, j.title1.
FROM users u2.
JOIN jobs j ON u.job_id = j.id3.

ORDER BY j.title;4.

Code Explanation

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:
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first_name last_name title
----------- ---------- --------------
Jane Gould CEO
Julianna Davidson HR Manager
Douglas Ortiz Joke Editor
Clyde Cortez Joke Writer
Joaquin Graves Joke Writer
Ivory Ramirez Web Developer

 4.3.1. Left Joins

A LEFT JOIN (also called a LEFT OUTER JOIN) returns all the records from the first table even if there
are no matches in the second table. The syntax is:

SELECT t1.column, t2.column
FROM table1 t1

LEFT [OUTER] JOIN table2 t2 ON t1.column = t2.column
WHERE conditions

All rows in table1 will be returned even if they do not have matches in table2.

Demo 4.9: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/outer-joins-left.sql

SELECT u.first_name, u.last_name, j.title1.
FROM users u2.

LEFT JOIN jobs j ON u.job_id = j.id3.
ORDER BY j.title4.
LIMIT 10;5.

Code Explanation

All records in the users table will be counted whether or not there are jobs in the jobs table. The
results are as follows:
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first_name last_name title
----------- ------------ --------------
Jane Gould CEO
Julianna Davidson HR Manager
Douglas Ortiz Joke Editor
Joaquin Graves Joke Writer
Clyde Cortez Joke Writer
Ivory Ramirez Web Developer
Ivan Blankenship [null]
Luis Scott [null]
Kora Simpson [null]
Morgan Cain [null]

Notice the [null] values for users who are not in the jobs table.

 4.3.2. Right Joins

A RIGHT JOIN (also called a RIGHT OUTER JOIN) returns all the records from the second table even
if there are no matches in the first table.

SELECT t1.column, t2.column
FROM table1 t1

RIGHT [OUTER] JOIN table2 t2 ON (t1.column=t2.column)
WHERE conditions

All rows in table2 will be returned even if they do not have matches in table1.

Demo 4.10: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/outer-joins-right.sql

SELECT u.first_name, u.last_name, j.title1.
FROM users u2.
RIGHT JOIN jobs j ON u.job_id = j.id3.

ORDER BY j.title;4.

Code Explanation

All records in the jobs table will be counted whether or not there are matching users in the users
table. The results are as follows:
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first_name last_name title
----------- ---------- ------------------------
Jane Gould CEO
[null] [null] Database Administrator
Julianna Davidson HR Manager
Douglas Ortiz Joke Editor
Clyde Cortez Joke Writer
Joaquin Graves Joke Writer
[null] [null] SEO Consultant
[null] [null] Social Media Specialist
Ivory Ramirez Web Developer

Notice the [null] values for jobs that do not appear in the users table.
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 Exercise 16: Using Outer Joins
 20 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, you’ll practice using outer joins.

1. Create a report that shows the job title and the first and last names of applicants applying for
that job. Show all job titles, even if there are no applicants. Sort by job title. It should return
19 rows.

2. Create a report that shows each category and the number of jokes in each category. Also count
jokes that do not have a category (category is NULL). Sort by number of jokes. The report
should look like:

category num_jokes
-------------- ----------
[null] 20
Brain Teaser 22
Play on Words 22
Funny 531
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Solution: subqueries-joins-unions/Solutions/outer-joins.sql

SELECT j.title, a.first_name, a.last_name1.
FROM jobs j2.
LEFT JOIN applicants a ON a.job_id = j.id3.

ORDER BY j.title;4.
5.

SELECT c.category, count(j.id) AS num_jokes6.
FROM categories c7.
RIGHT JOIN jokes j ON j.category_id = c.id8.

GROUP BY c.category9.
ORDER BY num_jokes;10.

❋

4.4. Unions

Unions are used to retrieve records from multiple tables or to get multiple record sets from a single
table. The syntax for using unions is as follows:

SELECT column
FROM table1
UNION
SELECT column
FROM table2
UNION
SELECT column
FROM table3
ORDER BY column;

Demo 4.11: subqueries-joins-unions/Demos/unions.sql

SELECT category AS category_or_tag1.
FROM categories2.
UNION3.
SELECT tag4.
FROM tags5.
ORDER BY category_or_tag;6.
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Code Explanation

This query will return the name of the category or tag for all categories and tags. Note that we use an
alias category_or_tag following the category column. If we didn’t do this, then the column name
would remain category even though it also includes the tag column values.

 4.4.1. UNION ALL

By default, all duplicates are removed in UNIONs. To include duplicates, use UNION ALL in place of
UNION.

 4.4.2. UNION Rules

Each query must return the same number of columns.
Column data types must be compatible.
The columns must be in the same order.
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 Exercise 17: Working with Unions
 10 to 20 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using UNION.

1. Create a report showing the first name, last name, and hourly wage of all staff and applicants.
Sort by hourly wage in descending order. It should return 21 rows.
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Solution: subqueries-joins-unions/Solutions/unions.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name, hourly_wage1.
FROM users2.
WHERE is_staff3.
UNION4.
SELECT first_name, last_name, desired_hourly_wage5.
FROM applicants6.
ORDER BY hourly_wage DESC;7.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned to create reports using data from multiple tables.
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LESSON 5
Conditional Processing with CASE

Topics Covered

 The CASE statement.

Introduction

In this lesson, you will learn to use the CASE statement to display different values depending on the
values of a column or columns.

❋

5.1. Using CASE

CASE statements contain one or more WHEN clauses as shown below:

-- OPTION 1: The Simple or Selected Case
SELECT CASE column

WHEN value THEN return_value
WHEN value THEN return_value
WHEN value THEN return_value
WHEN value THEN return_value
ELSE return_value

END
AS column_name

FROM table

-- OPTION 2: The Searched Case
SELECT CASE

WHEN expression THEN return_value
WHEN expression THEN return_value
WHEN expression THEN return_value
WHEN expression THEN return_value
ELSE return_value

END
AS column_name

FROM table
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Demo 5.1: case/Demos/case-option1.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name,1.
CASE is_staff2.
WHEN true THEN 'Staff birthday: ' || dob3.
ELSE 'User birthday: ' || dob4.

END AS birthday5.
FROM users6.
ORDER BY dob7.
LIMIT 5;8.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name birthday
----------- ---------- ---------------------------
Ryleigh Dunlap User birthday: 1953-10-15
Kora Simpson User birthday: 1954-12-24
Joaquin Graves Staff birthday: 1956-09-15
Julianna Davidson Staff birthday: 1957-01-19
Ella Woods User birthday: 1960-01-26

Demo 5.2: case/Demos/case-option2.sql

SELECT first_name, last_name,1.
CASE2.
WHEN desired_weekly_hours < 40 THEN 'Part-Time'3.
ELSE 'Full-Time'4.

END AS job_type5.
FROM applicants6.
ORDER BY job_type7.
LIMIT 5;8.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

first_name last_name job_type
----------- ---------- ----------
Kelly Cooper Full-Time
Hannah Brown Full-Time
Brian Keller Part-Time
Brittney Downey Part-Time
Rishi Chana Part-Time
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CASE and GROUP BY

When using aggregate functions with CASE, you must repeat the CASE statement in the GROUP BY
clause because GROUP BY does not recognize aliases.

Demo 5.3: case/Demos/case-group-by.sql

SELECT count(j.id) AS num_jokes,1.
CASE2.
WHEN category IS NULL THEN 'Uncategorized'3.
ELSE 'Categorized'4.

END AS joke_type5.
FROM jokes j6.
LEFT JOIN categories c ON j.category_id = c.id7.

GROUP BY8.
CASE9.
WHEN category IS NULL THEN 'Uncategorized'10.
ELSE 'Categorized'11.

END;12.

The preceding SELECT statement will return the following results:

num_jokes joke_type
---------- --------------
575 Categorized
20 Uncategorized

Note that we are using a LEFT JOIN to make sure we get the jokes that have a NULL category value.
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 Exercise 18: Working with CASE
 10 to 15 minutes

In this exercise you will practice using CASE.

1. Create a report that shows all jokes (question and answer) with the joke category. If the category
is NULL, use CASE to output Uncategorized instead of [null]. Sort by the question.
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Solution: case/Solutions/case.sql

SELECT j.question, j.answer,1.
CASE2.
WHEN c.category IS NULL THEN 'Uncategorized'3.
ELSE c.category4.

END AS category5.
FROM jokes j6.
LEFT JOIN categories c ON j.category_id = c.id7.

ORDER BY j.question;8.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you learned about using CASE to output different values in reports based on data contained
in table fields.
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LESSON 6
Inserting, Updating and Deleting Records

Topics Covered

 Inserting new records.

 Updating records.

 Deleting records.

Introduction

Inserting new records into a table is not difficult. And, it is even easier, dangerously so, to update and
delete records.

❋

6.1. INSERT

To insert a record into a table, you must specify values for all fields that do not have default values and
cannot be NULL.

INSERT INTO table
(columns)

VALUES (values);

The following demo inserts Nat Dunn as a user and staff member into the users table:
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Demo 6.1: inserts-updates-deletes/Demos/insert-user.sql

INSERT INTO users1.
(2.

last_login,3.
username,4.
first_name,5.
last_name,6.
email,7.
date_joined,8.
dob,9.
job_id,10.
hourly_wage,11.
weekly_hours,12.
overtime_hours,13.
is_staff14.

)15.
VALUES16.
(17.

now(),18.
'ndunn',19.
'Nat',20.
'Dunn',21.
'ndunn@example.com',22.
now(),23.
'1970-02-19',24.
(SELECT id FROM jobs WHERE title = 'Joke Writer'),25.
25.00,26.
30,27.
5,28.
true29.

);30.

Code Explanation

A couple things to notice about the preceding INSERT statement:

1. We do not insert a value for the id column because this column is auto-generated.

2. We use the subquery (SELECT id FROM jobs WHERE title = 'Joke Writer') to get
the job id for Joke Writer.

If the INSERT is successful, the output message will read something to this effect:
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INSERT 0 1

Query returned successfully in 43 msec.

 6.1.1. Inserting multiple records

It is possible to use one INSERT statement to insert multiple values.

INSERT INTO table
(columns)

VALUES
(values),
(values),
(values);

For each set of values, a new record is inserted into the table. The following demo inserts two jokes
written by Nat Dunn.
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Demo 6.2: inserts-updates-deletes/Demos/insert-jokes.sql

INSERT INTO jokes1.
(2.

question,3.
answer,4.
created,5.
updated,6.
category_id,7.
user_id8.

)9.
VALUES10.
(11.

'Who did the zombie take to the dance?',12.
'His ghoul-friend.',13.
now(),14.
now(),15.
(SELECT id FROM categories WHERE category = 'Funny'),16.
(SELECT id FROM users WHERE first_name = 'Nat' AND last_name = 'Dunn')17.

),18.
(19.

'How do you stop an astronaut’s baby from crying?',20.
'You rocket!',21.
now(),22.
now(),23.
(SELECT id FROM categories WHERE category = 'Funny'),24.
(SELECT id FROM users WHERE first_name = 'Nat' AND last_name = 'Dunn')25.

);26.

If the INSERT is successful, the output message will read something to this effect:

INSERT 0 2

Query returned successfully in 60 msec.

Note that these jokes reference the user record for Nat Dunn, so this INSERT statement will not work
unless there is a user named Nat Dunn.
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 Exercise 19: Inserting Records
 20 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice inserting records.

1. Insert yourself into the users table. You must include the following fields:

A. last_login

B. username

C. first_name

D. last_name

E. email

F. date_joined

G. dob

H. is_staff

If you wish to insert yourself as a staff member, also include the following fields:

A. job_id

B. hourly_wage

C. weekly_hours

D. overtime_hours

2. Insert a couple of jokes written by yourself into the jokes table. Include the following fields:

A. question

B. answer

C. created

D. updated

E. category_id

F. user_id

3. Insert a new category into the categories table. Call it “Uncategorized”. Include the following
fields:

A. category
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B. created

C. updated
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Solution: inserts-updates-deletes/Solutions/inserts.sql

INSERT INTO users1.
(2.

last_login,3.
username,4.
first_name,5.
last_name,6.
email,7.
date_joined,8.
dob,9.
job_id,10.
hourly_wage,11.
weekly_hours,12.
overtime_hours,13.
is_staff14.

)15.
VALUES16.
(17.

now(),18.
'jdunn',19.
'Jared',20.
'Dunn',21.
'jdunn@example.com',22.
now(),23.
'2000-05-10',24.
(SELECT id FROM jobs WHERE title = 'Joke Writer'),25.
20.00,26.
25,27.
5,28.
true29.

);30.
31.

INSERT INTO jokes32.
(33.

question,34.
answer,35.
created,36.
updated,37.
category_id,38.
user_id39.

)40.
VALUES41.
(42.

'What creature is smarter than a talking parrot?',43.
'A spelling bee.',44.
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now(),45.
now(),46.
(SELECT id FROM categories WHERE category = 'Funny'),47.
(SELECT id FROM users WHERE first_name = 'Jared' AND last_name = 'Dunn')48.

),49.
(50.

'How does the ocean say hello?',51.
'It waves.',52.
now(),53.
now(),54.
(SELECT id FROM categories WHERE category = 'Funny'),55.
(SELECT id FROM users WHERE first_name = 'Jared' AND last_name = 'Dunn')56.

);57.
58.

INSERT INTO categories59.
(60.

category,61.
created,62.
updated63.

)64.
VALUES65.
(66.

'Uncategorized',67.
now(),68.
now()69.

);70.

❋

6.2. UPDATE

The UPDATE statement allows you to update one or more fields for any number of records in a table.
You must be very careful not to update more records than you intend to!

UPDATE table
SET field = value,

field = value,
field = value

WHERE conditions;
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Demo 6.3: inserts-updates-deletes/Demos/update.sql

UPDATE users1.
SET first_name = 'Nathaniel'2.
WHERE first_name = 'Nat' AND last_name = 'Dunn';3.

If the UPDATE is successful, the output message will read something to this effect:

UPDATE 1

Query returned successfully in 48 msec.

❋

6.3. DELETE

The DELETE statement allows you to delete one or more records in a table. Like with UPDATE, you must
be very careful not to delete more records than you intend to!

DELETE FROM table
WHERE conditions;

Note that you generally (see page 129) cannot delete a record that other existing records point to. For
example, you could not delete a user that has written jokes. You would have to delete the jokes first
and then delete the user. We do this below with Nathaniel Dunn.

Demo 6.4: inserts-updates-deletes/Demos/delete.sql

DELETE FROM jokes1.
WHERE user_id = (SELECT id2.

FROM users3.
WHERE first_name = 'Nathaniel' AND last_name = 'Dunn');4.

5.
DELETE FROM users6.
WHERE first_name = 'Nathaniel' AND last_name = 'Dunn';7.

If the DELETE is successful, the output message will read something to this effect:
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DELETE 1

Query returned successfully in 69 msec.
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 Exercise 20: Updating and Deleting
Records

 20 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice updating and deleting records.

1. Update all jokes that have a NULL value for category_id to instead link to the Uncategorized
category.

2. Try to delete yourself from the users table. Could you?

3. If you were not allowed to delete yourself from the users table, figure out what other records
you have to delete so that you can.
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Solution: inserts-updates-deletes/Solutions/update-delete.sql

UPDATE jokes1.
SET category_id = (SELECT id2.

FROM categories3.
WHERE category = 'Uncategorized')4.

WHERE category_id IS NULL;5.
6.

DELETE FROM jokes7.
WHERE user_id = (SELECT id FROM users8.

WHERE first_name = 'Jared' AND last_name = 'Dunn');9.
10.

DELETE FROM users11.
WHERE first_name = 'Jared' AND last_name = 'Dunn';12.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned how to insert, update, and delete records. Remember to be careful with
updates and deletes. If you forget or mistype the WHERE clause, you could lose a lot of data.
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LESSON 7
Creating Tables

Topics Covered

 Creating a database with pgAdmin.

 Creating tables.

Introduction

In this lesson, we will look at creating linked tables similar to the ones we have been using in the jokes
database.

❋

7.1. Creating a Database with pgAdmin

Follow these steps to create a pets database, which we will be using for the demos in this lesson.

1. With pgAdmin open, right-click Databases, select Create and then Database…:

2. In the Create – Database pop-up menu, name the database “pets”:
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3. Click Save to save the database. It should appear under Databases:

❋

7.2. How to Create Tables

The most basic syntax for creating tables with SQL is as follows:

CREATE table_name (
column_name column_type,
column_name column_type,
column_name column_type

)
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Demo 7.1: creating-tables/Demos/basic-table.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS pets;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE pets (3.
id integer,4.
name text,5.
type text,6.
date_bought date,7.
age integer8.

);9.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement will create a table named “pets” with five columns: id, name,
type, date_bought, and age.

The DROP TABLE IF EXISTS pets statement will delete the pets table if it already exists, so that
there are no issues running the CREATE TABLE statement.

 7.2.1. Column Constraints

It is often the case, that you want to put various constraints on the data values in your columns. For
example, you may not want any NULL values in a column, or you may want all values in a column to
be unique.

NOT NULL

A NOT NULL constraint prevents a column from ever having a NULL value. This means it must be
included in the INSERT statement.

CREATE table_name (
column_name column_type NOT NULL,

)
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Demo 7.2: creating-tables/Demos/constraints-not-null.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS pets;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE pets (3.
id integer NOT NULL,4.
name text NOT NULL,5.
type text NOT NULL,6.
date_bought date,7.
age integer NOT NULL8.

);9.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement will create the same pets table as before. However, this time,
id, name, type, and age cannot be NULL, but date_bought still can be.

UNIQUE

A UNIQUE constraint prevents a column from having multiple values that are the same.

CREATE table_name (
column_name column_type UNIQUE,

)

Demo 7.3: creating-tables/Demos/constraints-unique.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS pets;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE pets (3.
id integer NOT NULL UNIQUE,4.
name text NOT NULL,5.
type text NOT NULL,6.
date_bought date,7.
age integer NOT NULL8.

);9.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement will create the same pets table as before. However, this time,
id must also be both unique and not NULL.
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CHECK

A CHECK constraint is a custom constraint. It allows you to specify a condition that all values in the
column must meet.

CREATE table_name (
column_name column_type CHECK(column_name > 5),

)

Demo 7.4: creating-tables/Demos/constraints-check.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS pets;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE pets (3.
id integer NOT NULL UNIQUE,4.
name text NOT NULL,5.
type text NOT NULL CHECK(type IN ('Cat', 'Dog', 'Lizard')),6.
date_bought date,7.
age integer NOT NULL8.

);9.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement will create the same pets table as before. However, this time,
values in the type column must be ‘Cat,’ ‘Dog,’ or ‘Lizard.’

 7.2.2. Primary and Foreign Keys

Primary and foreign keys make databases relational by creating the links between tables.

Primary Keys

A primary key is a column that uniquely identifies each row in a table. In our jokes database, every
table has a column called id, which is the primary key. When you create a table, you can designate a
column to be the primary key.

CREATE table_name (
column_name serial PRIMARY KEY

)
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Two things to note:

1. The serial type specifies that the column is an integer, is not NULL, and auto-generates
with each new INSERT. This means that it should not be included in INSERT statements.

2. The PRIMARY KEY constraint forces the column to be unique and not NULL.

Demo 7.5: creating-tables/Demos/keys-primary-key.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS pets;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE pets (3.
id serial PRIMARY KEY,4.
name text NOT NULL,5.
type text NOT NULL CHECK(type IN ('Cat', 'Dog', 'Lizard')),6.
date_bought date,7.
age integer NOT NULL8.

);9.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement will create the same pets table as before. We made changes
to the id so that it auto-generates and is designated a primary key.

Foreign Keys

A foreign key is a column that references a column from another table to link them. In our jokes
database, the jokes table has two foreign keys: user_id and category_id.

CREATE table_name (
column_name integer REFERENCES other_table (other_table_primary_key)

)

Two things to note:

1. We use the integer type because most primary keys are serial types, which are
auto-generated integers.

2. The REFERENCES keyword creates the connection to the other table and specifies which
column to link to in parentheses. This column is usually the primary key.
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Demo 7.6: creating-tables/Demos/keys-foreign-key.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS appointments;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE appointments (3.
id serial PRIMARY KEY,4.
type text NOT NULL CHECK(type IN ('Grooming', 'Vaccination', 'Surgery')),5.
pet_id integer NOT NULL REFERENCES pets (id)6.

);7.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement creates a table called “appointments” with three columns:
id, type, and pet_id. pet_id, which cannot be NULL, references the id column in the pets table
as a foreign key.
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 Exercise 21: Creating Tables
 20 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, you will create a lists database with two tables: users and lists.

1. In pgAdmin, create a new database called “lists”. Refer to Creating a Database in pgAdmin
(see page 119) for a refresher on creating databases.

2. Create a users table with the following columns:

A. id – should be auto-generating integers (serial) and the primary key.

B. first_name – should be non-NULL text values.

C. last_name – should be non-NULL text values.

D. date_joined – should be non-NULL date values.

3. Create a lists table with the following columns:

A. id – should be auto-generating integers (serial) and the primary key.

B. title – should be non-NULL text values (the name of the list).

C. user_id – should be non-NULL integer values that reference the id column of the
users table. This is a foreign key.

D. created – should be non-NULL timestamp values.

4. Insert yourself into the users table.

5. Insert a list created by yourself into the lists table.
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Solution: creating-tables/Solutions/creating-tables.sql

CREATE TABLE users (1.
id serial PRIMARY KEY,2.
first_name text NOT NULL,3.
last_name text NOT NULL,4.
date_joined date NOT NULL5.

);6.
7.

CREATE TABLE lists (8.
id serial PRIMARY KEY,9.
title text NOT NULL,10.
user_id integer NOT NULL REFERENCES users (id),11.
created timestamptz NOT NULL12.

);13.
14.

INSERT INTO users15.
(16.

first_name,17.
last_name,18.
date_joined19.

)20.
VALUES21.
(22.

'Jared',23.
'Dunn',24.
now()25.

);26.
27.

INSERT INTO lists28.
(29.

title,30.
user_id,31.
created32.

)33.
VALUES34.
(35.

'Groceries',36.
(SELECT id FROM users WHERE first_name='Jared' AND last_name='Dunn'),37.
now()38.

);39.
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Code Explanation

Our solution creates two tables in the lists database with one entry in each table. Try inserting a few
more users and lists!

❋

7.3. CASCADE and RESTRICT

If you were to try to delete a user from the users table, you would not be able to if that user had
created a list. This is because of the foreign key relationship between the lists table and the users
table. However, it is possible to allow for the deletion of a connected row in a table to delete all related
rows in the foreign key table (e.g., so that when a user is deleted, all their lists are deleted too). This is
done with CASCADE.

CREATE TABLE table_name (
column_name integer REFERENCES other_table (other_table_primary_key) ON DELETE CASCADE

)

ON DELETE CASCADE indicates that if the referenced row in other_table is deleted, then so will all
the linked rows is table_name.

It is also possible to specify ON DELETE RESTRICT, which prevents records with related records from
being deleted, but this is the default, so it is not necessary.

Demo 7.7: creating-tables/Demos/cascade.sql

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS appointments;1.
2.

CREATE TABLE appointments (3.
id serial PRIMARY KEY,4.
type text NOT NULL CHECK(type IN 'Grooming', 'Vaccination', 'Surgery'),5.
pet_id integer NOT NULL REFERENCES pets (id) ON DELETE CASCADE6.

);7.

Code Explanation

The preceding CREATE TABLE statement creates the same appointments table from the foreign key
demo, but now it allows appointments to be deleted on cascade. This means that if a pet with an
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appointment is deleted from the pets table, the appointment will also be deleted from the
appointments table.
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 Exercise 22: Using CASCADE
 20 to 30 minutes

In this exercise, you will practice using CASCADE.

1. Create an items table in the lists database with the following columns:

A. id – should be auto-generating integers (serial) and the primary key.

B. item – should be non-NULL text values.

C. list_id – should be non-NULL integer values that reference the id column of the
lists table. This is a foreign key. If a list is deleted, all of the items in that list should
be deleted as well.

2. Add several list items to the items table and then delete the list to which they belong to test
that you used CASCADE correctly.
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Solution: creating-tables/Solutions/cascade.sql

CREATE TABLE items (1.
id serial PRIMARY KEY,2.
item text NOT NULL,3.
list_id integer REFERENCES lists (id) ON DELETE CASCADE4.

);5.
6.

INSERT INTO items7.
(8.

item,9.
list_id10.

)11.
VALUES12.
(13.

'Eggs',14.
(SELECT id FROM lists WHERE title = 'Groceries')15.

),16.
(17.

'Milk',18.
(SELECT id FROM lists WHERE title = 'Groceries')19.

),20.
(21.

'Bread',22.
(SELECT id FROM lists WHERE title = 'Groceries')23.

),24.
(25.

'Chicken',26.
(SELECT id FROM lists WHERE title = 'Groceries')27.

);28.
29.

DELETE FROM lists30.
WHERE title = 'Groceries';31.

Code Explanation

Our solution creates the items table in the lists database. We added four items to the “Groceries”
list and then deleted the “Groceries” list along with all of its items.

Conclusion

In this lesson, you have learned to create tables.
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